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I.

#FA Equality Now – Football Association Blueprint for Change – the Next 158 Years

1.

Introduction

Whilst the full blueprint for change will likely be a 100 page document. #FA Equality Now wants to
share its vision for the Football Association governance model for the future.
Corporate governance best practices indicates a need for an Executive Board with the appropriate
composition and skill-set to provide leadership for the organisation and to allow for timely and
effective strategic decision-making. The FA organisational structure differs from that of single board
organisations (the prevalent organisational form for companies in the UK) by virtue of its dual-board
structure comprising the Main Board and Council. While the Football Association structure and remit
differentiates it from the standard UK company governance model – there is a closed group of
shareholders, the shares cannot be bought and sold and they have no value. The Football Association
current structure falls some way short of ideal. It is a shambles.
Football involves players, coaches, referees, the parents of youth players and fans. These stakeholders,
some seven million people according to the FA, are hardly represented on the FA Council.
The FA Council is anachronistic, with a representative from each of the Armed Forces, the Public
Schools, Oxford and Cambridge University.

Gordon Taylor, Chief Executive of the Professional Footballers Association, noted that it had taken
players 100 years to get a seat on the Council, and that players remained unrepresented on the
Football Association Main Board. He observed that every country in the world of football actively
encourages its former players who are prepared to stay in the administration of the game. Look at
France, Germany, Spain. They have been very actively involved and they have been a force for good.
From our point of view, that has not happened and that is one area where we can learn a great deal
from the rest of the world.
The FA Council is overwhelmingly white and male. It is too big, which prevents serious discussion. A
significant composition of its members are Vice-Presidents or Life Presidents, which are predominantly
old, white and have been in the system for decades. The council meets a few times a year, limited in
length and has really no time for any substantive discussion. The council lacks real representation and
diversity.
Even 3 of the 4 former Chairman wrote to government and still no change. See: Former Football
Association executives urge reform of FA governance - News from Parliament - UK Parliament
The emergence of Premier League dominance within the governing structures of the FA over nearly 30
years has further clouded and undermined the ability of the FA to govern the game independently.
The current FA Board represents different interests with no independency and clarity. In addition –
The Professional Game Board (PGB) and National Game Board (NGB) add further complexity, confusion
and self-interest. If this was not bad enough, a plethora of committees which report to different
decision making organs (council, Main board, PGB, NGB).
People from various sectors of the game would sit in meetings of the FA and talk about the FA as
though it was a third party. They were and still are not driving the best decisions for the organisation,
which is the FA. They were and still are driving the best decisions for whichever area they came from.
We need a board that is single-purpose and focused on the organisation.
An independent board would give the FA strength without weakening the Premier League and can
continue to enjoy enormous success as a competition organiser in its own right. An independent board
would give the FA enough authority to set the financial regulatory environment, leaving the Premier
League free to run its competition and implement the rules. This independency would allow the FA to
push through policies that helped the national teams and the national game.
The new FA Board needs to be constructed so that vested interests do not predominate. To do this,
the Football Association has to move away completely from just an association of interests. The
Football Association needs to be able to set the strategic direction for English Football.

II.

The Changes Needed – #FA Equality Now

1.

The FA Council

To be completely disbanded and an Open FA Membership to be put in place. The FA membership to
elect the board through democratic and open elections.

2.

County Football Associations

To report to the FA Management team. The counties (local associations) are there to implement and
deliver the national FA policy and deliver locally.

3.

Life Presidents

To be removed entirely. Historic, individual and privileged position. Not relevant for the future.

4.

Cambridge and Oxbridge University

Elite, privileged, historic position.

5.

RAF, Royal Navy, Armed Forces

Historic, privileged, elite and outdated. Not representative of football in 2021 and beyond. They should
of course run their own football programmes in their organisations and of course we are all proud of
what they do to protect the nation.

6.

All Professional and Amateur Clubs

To be part of a League membership body only. The future Football Association needs to be entirely
independent, neutral and strategic in governing the game.

7.

The Football Foundation to be Disbanded

The remit of facilities and infrastructure projects would be led by the FA Facilities division. The Premier
League have no strategic reason to be involved apart from wielding more unnecessary influence

8.

The FA Council to be demolished

9.

Other organs of the FA structure – to be disbanded

.

Professional Game Board (PGB), National Game Board (NGB) and the plethora of committee to be
disbanded. This will ensure efficient and effective decision-making processes for the best interests of
English Football for all.

